Partners in PRIDE Project: Lucas Grassroots Art Sites Brochure Map

Lucas PRIDE set to creating a walking/driving tour map of Lucas Grassroots Art Sites with their Partners in PRIDE grant, and here is the wonderful result in the words of a member of the Lucas PRIDE community:

The purpose of the Walking/Driving Tour Map of Lucas Grassroots Art Sites Brochure project was to hire a map designer, print the maps, and provide a new tourist information area at the Bowl Plaza Public Restrooms. The Lucas PRIDE Committee worked with the Lucas Area Chamber of Commerce and the Grassroots Art Center to accomplish this project. Local artist, Erika Nelson designed the map and the Lucas Publishing Company ordered the printing of the maps.

The funds from the Partners in PRIDE Grant helped towards funding the cost of designing and then printing 5,000 brochures on better quality paper. Other sources of funding were private donations, the Lucas Area Chamber of Commerce, and the Russell County Convention and Visitor’s Bureau.

Community businesses and visitors were impacted by this project. Maps are placed in all tourist information areas in Lucas and in Lucas businesses. All ages have benefited from the project as we watch kids run up to the tourist information center at Bowl Plaza to look through the brochures and then pull out the map to look at and then take. I have seen a half dozen maps that have been used as coloring projects and are on display in the local businesses. The tourist information display at Bowl Plaza is a popular place to get some reading material and is filled with brochures weekly. Around 1,000 of the brochures have been handed out this summer. Plans are to create a poster of the brochure to sell to fundraise for the next printing of the Walking/Driving Tour Map of Lucas Grassroots Art Sites.

Thank you for your monetary funds to help support the Lucas Community and Lucas PRIDE Committee to print the Walking/Driving Tour Map of Lucas Grassroots Art Sites Brochure. The Lucas businesses and visitors have immensely enjoyed the fun tour maps of Lucas Grassroots Art Sites. Several visitors are seen each week with a map in hand as they walk around Lucas finding our grassroots art treasures. All ages are intrigued by the artistic drawings of the sites, with some brochures used by visitors to enjoy their own artistic side by coloring on the maps as they visit the sites. Thank you for your support. – Lynne Schneider – Lucas PRIDE

Admire Community Pride Breakfast, December 27th!
The Admire Community Pride will have their 4th Saturday of the Month Breakfast on December 27th, 7:00–9:30 a.m. at the Admire Community Center. Menu items include pancakes, potatoes, biscuits and gravy, sausage, juice and coffee. Everyone is welcome. A freewill donation will be accepted to help pay the Community Center expenses!

Events Calendar

January 1—Enrollment Begins—New Passwords will be Required
January 15—Quarterly Reports Due. Click HERE to Report if you missed the October 15 Deadline
February 15th—Partners in PRIDE (PIP) grant applications due

Have a Community Event? Contact us and we will add it to our Community Events Calendar! (PRIDE@ksu.edu or 785.532.5840) CLICK HERE to view the Community Events Calendar!